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LOCAL PLANS COMMITTEE 26th September 2013
 

Scope of Developer Contributions Supplementary Planning Document 
(SPD) 

 
SYNOPSIS 

This report provides Members with information about the forthcoming Developer 
Contributions SPD. It details the scope that the SPD will cover and provides Members an 
opportunity to input into the development of this policy document. 
 

1.  Introduction 
1.1 Corby has well established plans to grow and improve the quality of life for its population. 

The Corporate Service Plan and Local Plan set out a vision to double the population with a 
complementary increase in jobs, prosperity and services. 

1.2 The introduction of the Planning Act 2008 and the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
Regulations 2010, as amended, have resulted and  (as various provisions are phased in) will 
continue to result in significant changes to the way that developments contribute towards the 
provision of infrastructure that is required to accommodate this growth. At present, 
contributions towards infrastructure are secured through the planning application process, by 
means of planning obligations under Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 
1990 and/or agreements under Sections 38 and 278 of the Highways Act 1980. In the future 
this approach will become less effective as a means of providing the necessary infrastructure 
due to restrictions on the use of planning obligations. Instead, in the future, the CIL, by 
imposing a tariff-based approach to most development will provide the main mechanism for 
securing contributions towards infrastructure from new developments with section 106 
agreements being restricted to securing contributions of a one-off nature that are specific to 
individual development sites. 

1.3 The Council is currently working with the Joint Planning Unit and partners to prepare for the 
introduction of CIL. Public consultation on a Preliminary Draft CIL Charging Schedule was 
undertaken between 9th November 2012 and 21st December 2012. The charging schedule is 
currently being updated to take account of representations and the latest evidence. The Draft 
CIL Charging Schedule is expected to be reported back to Local Plan Committee on 30th 
October 2013 for agreement to consult during November and December 2013. Following 
consultation the CIL is expected to be submitted for examination in spring 2014 and adopted 
in summer 2014. 

1.4 Despite significant changes to infrastructure funding, planning obligations will continue to 
provide a valuable means of securing other site specific mitigation required in order to make 
developments acceptable in planning terms, including the provision of affordable housing. 

1.5 There is a pressing need to prepare a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) to explain 
the Councils approach to planning obligations following the legislative and policy changes 
outlined above, and to clarify the relationship between planning obligations and the CIL 
Charging Schedule. 

2.0 Background 
2.1 There are three main triggers for the preparation of further guidance: 

a) To respond to the publication of new CIL Regulations in December 2012, in particular 
the requirements for the charging authority to set out at examination how their Section 
106 policies will be varied when CIL is introduced, and those site-specific matters 
where Section 106 contributions may continue to be sought. 

b) Policy 6 of the adopted North Northamptonshire Core Spatial Strategy states that 
“developers will either make direct provision or will contribute towards the provision of 
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local and strategic infrastructure required by the development either alone or 
cumulatively with other developments”. Paragraph 3.53 states that a SPD on 
developer contributions will provide further guidance to this. 

c) Currently planning obligations are negotiated on a case by case basis without the 
support of a specific policy. This can be complicated and give rise to uncertainty, 
delay and likelihood of challenge from developers. 

2.2 Paragraph 153 of the National Planning Policy Framework makes provision for the use of 
SPDs where they can help applicants make successful applications or aid infrastructure 
delivery. They are used to provide further detail to policies and proposals contained in the 
Local Plan, in this case the North Northamptonshire Core Spatial Strategy and Saved Local 
Plan policies. Once an SPD has undergone formal consultation and been adopted by the 
Council it becomes a ‘material consideration’ in determining planning applications. 

3. Discussion  
3.1 The purpose of the SPD would be to: 

• Set out the Council’s policies and procedures for securing developer contributions; 
• Explain the relationship between CIL and Section 106 planning obligations to avoid a 

‘double charge’ (or the perception of double charging) for the same infrastructure 
works through both Section 106 and CIL; 

• Provide clear guidance to developers, landowners and stakeholders on the scope and 
scale of planning obligations likely to be sought for different developments. 

3.2 The broad scope of the proposed SPD is set out below: 

 PART A 
Introduction 

• Set out the purpose of the SPD as in 3.1 above and also the scope which Members 
agree at this Local Plan Committee 

Legislative and Policy context 

• Set out the relevant legislation from the Town and Country Planning Act and CIL 
Regulations as well as provide a national and local policy context. 

• Explain the different mechanisms that can be used to secure contributions towards 
infrastructure including planning conditions, Section 106 planning obligations, Section 
278 agreements and CIL. 

Interaction between CIL and Planning Obligations in the provision of infrastructure 

• Explain the relationship between CIL and planning obligations in the provision of 
infrastructure.  

PART B – Planning Obligation Guidance 
This part will detail the types of contribution that will be collected through Section 106 
agreements. For each type of contribution a short policy background will be included. 

 Affordable Housing 

• Definition of affordable housing from the National Planning Policy Framework 
• Method for calculation for quantum of affordable housing 
• Location of affordable housing 
• Integration of affordable housing into the development 

Open Space and Recreation 

• Set out standards for open space and the size of site on which open space will be 
required. 

• Open space management and maintenance contribution 
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Highways, Access and Transport 

• Types of transport infrastructure that could be provided 
• Relationship between CIL and 278 Agreements 
• Threshold for obligations and requirements for travel plans 

Education 

• Development size triggers for provision of on-site education facilities. 
Community Facilities 

• Development size trigger for provision of on-site community facilities 

CCTV/ANPR/Community Safety 

• Development trigger for provision of on-site CCTV/ANPR/community safety 
Public Art 

• Development trigger for provision of on-site public art. 

Other Infrastructure Obligations 

• Details of other infrastructure obligations necessary to address further issues arising 
in relation to the development. 

PART C – Implementation 
Procedure and Management 

• Details of the procedural and management processes including outline of the 
negotiation process 

• Outlines processes of land transfers, index linking payments and provides details of 
trigger points 

• Details of monitoring and enforcement 

Viability and Renegotiation 

• Details of the Council’s approach to viability and viability assessments that may be 
required. 

4.  Next steps 
4.1 The proposed scope and purpose of the SPD is being presented to Committee as an 

opportunity for Members to give comments as to the content. The next step following this 
Committee will be for a preliminary working draft SPD to be written and published for 
targeted consultation with internal and external stakeholders. 

4.2 Following this, a draft SPD will be brought to Committee for approval for public consultation. 
The timing of this will coincide with the preparation of the CIL Charging Schedule. At the time 
of the Examination into the CIL (anticipated to be spring 2014) the Council should have, at 
least, a draft SPD published which covers if and what other Planning Obligations may be 
sought in addition to the CIL charges. This will give all involved in the planning process a 
clear understanding as to what charges may be applicable for different forms of development 
as well as demonstrating to an Inspector considering CIL that there will be no double 
charging taking place. 

5. Issues to be taken into account:- 
 Policy Priorities 

Developer contributions assist in delivering the infrastructure needs and support the 
development of the area. Investment in infrastructure to match a step change of growth in 
homes and jobs is a key aim of the adopted Core Spatial Strategy and Corporate Service 
Plan 
Financial 
While there will be costs to preparing an SPD, these can be absorbed within existing 
budgets. 
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Legal 
At present, contributions towards infrastructure are secured through the planning application 
process, by means of planning obligations under Section 106 of the Town and Country 
Planning Act 1990 and/or agreements under Section 38 or 278 of the Highways Act 1980 
and Section 104 of the Water Industry Act 1991 In the future this approach will become less 
effective as a means of providing the necessary infrastructure due to restrictions on the use 
of planning obligations as set out in the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Regulations 
2010 that were introduced by the Planning Act 2008 as well as other changes in legislation. 

Performance Information 
None directly related to this report. 

Best Value, Human Rights, Equalities, Community Safety and Sustainability 
None directly related to this report. 
Risk Management 
The Council must set out its intended approach to developer contributions prior to the public 
examination of the CIL Charging Schedule. Failure to do so would mean the CIL Charging 
Schedule would not pass an examination. 

6.  Conclusion  
6.1 The proposed scope for a Developer Contributions SPD has been set out above. The 

production of this SPD will provide clarity and transparency in how developer contributions 
will be collected alongside CIL in order to deliver infrastructure and support growth across 
the Borough. 

7. Recommendation 
7.1 Members agree the scope for the draft Developer Contributions SPD.   

Officer to Contact 
 Joanne Singleton 
 Planning Officer 

 


